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RaDAR’s Matchmaking Platform – User Guide 

RaDAR is proud to present its Matchmaking Tool to ensure and encourage collaboration between 

suppliers in order to reach tender requirements. 

The platform has been developed in a way that is easy, quick and user oriented; the Consortium 

has developed this simple guide to help suppliers navigate the tool.  

The first page you will see is the one displayed below: 

 

Scroll down to see the existing profiles for different companies that have already completed the 

onboarding phase, companies are displayed in alphabetical order.  
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Each profile can have three types of tags in the form of text bubbles above the company name. 

The blue tags indicate the companies’ field of expertise, the orange tag indicates the typology of 

enterprise, and the green tags show what the company is looking for in a business partnership 

specifically. 

If your company is looking for a particular field of expertise, you can use the check boxes on the 

left to search for a match. You can select as many check boxes as you like and combine it with 

company typology if necessary. A search bar is also provided, at the top of the left column to 

enable searching for a company directly by name.  

When you find a profile that could be a possible match, click on it and a more detailed profile 

page will open. 

Users are provided with a more detailed description and additional information on what the 

company is seeking. This feature has been done to maximise fruitful exchanges between 

suppliers, but is optional. The contact information can be found at the bottom of the page, scroll 

down if necessary, in the left corner. 

 

Be proactive! The Matchmaking Tool is a window through which suppliers can find successful 

partnerships, but connections and conversations start with you! Keep in mind that the platform 

keeps no record of a company’s search history or created connections, and building a connection 

is entirely up to the suppliers.  
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How to create a profile on the Matchmaking Platform:  

 
 

In order to join the Matchmaking Platform, all you have to do is scroll to the bottom of the page 

and you’ll find the onboarding form. All fields marked with a red asterisk (*) are mandatory, but as 

optional fields, feel free to add your social media links, a .pdf file presenting your company and/or 

a website link to complete the profile! There is no need to register, create a separate profile or 

request access to RaDAR’s portal.  

 

Make sure to agree to the Privacy Policy before you click send! A pop-up message will tell you 

if your profile creation has been successful. Users can click on the keyhole symbol on the bottom 

right corner of the page to read the privacy and cookie section of RaDAR’s website. Profiles are 

onboarded automatically onto the platform once you click “Send”, therefore if you need to 

modify, delete, or have any questions on the profile you have created, please contact us at the e-

mail address: contact@radar-ppi.com  
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Matchmaking Tool User Terms and Regulations  

 

In order to have a productive and peaceful matchmaking forum, users are required to follow the 

rules of interaction listed below: 

 

Authenticity: All users must provide accurate and truthful information about their company, 

including their profile, services, and offerings. 

 

Respectful Communication: Users must engage in respectful and professional communication, 

refraining from any offensive, abusive, or harassing language or behaviour. 

 

Privacy Protection: The platform follows EU regulation privacy measures in place to protect the 

personal and sensitive data of its users, adhering to relevant data protection laws. Please note 

that administrators and other participants don’t have any access to information on who is 

contacting who.  

 

No Spamming: Users should not engage in excessive or unsolicited promotional activities, 

spamming, or solicitation of services unrelated to the platform's purpose. 

 

Intellectual Property Rights: Users should respect the intellectual property rights of others and 

refrain from using or sharing copyrighted or proprietary information or products without explicit 

permission from the owner. 

 

Compliance with Laws and Regulations: Users must comply with all applicable EU laws, 

regulations, and industry standards, ensuring that their activities on the platform are legal and 

ethical. 

 

Suspension or Termination: In case of severe or repeated violations of the platform's rules, the 

administrators from RaDAR’s consortium may choose to suspend or terminate the accounts of 

the offending users.  

 

For further information, contact@radar-ppi.com 
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